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THE MAN WHOSE PATH WAS ON FIRE
by Jamie Reid
1969

INTRODUCTION:

The world, finally, is a world founded on facts, no matter how far the dream will take us into
ourselves. One wants to be useful, otherwise survival is empty. One takes a job, a wife or a task
only at the possible cost of honesty. They are not, as we had assumed, simple facts, but bring
with them consequences, also facts, the accumulated conditions of history.

Thus, willy-nilly, we are put to uses, becoming first this, then that, and again something else.
Looking back, I find no simple means to bring these various selves coherence. Their only
common element is change, and their issue, bankruptcy. Finally, even novelty is boredom, a
random and irritable groping for alternatives to a life which literally exists. At any rate, no
substitute for freedom, or what is loosely called meaning.

The sands on which a life is founded, shift. Everything is water, air, or as my title suggests,
fire, which is never spontaneous but always a product of the earthly conditions of which it is the
issue. The fire does not ask why it burns.

My madness is not unique though it is a specific instance with specific form. I hesitate to offer
it as warning, since the recognition of madness can qualify the perfection of acts undertaken in
all innocence.

Although some of these poems flatly contradict each other, I make no defense except to say
they rise from a condition which can only be called confusion. I really thought it might be
possible to see actual angels, or failing that, to see them by divine hallucination. After all,
hallucinations too, are facts. A label can't detract from their occurrence.

Something (if it is possible to say that a process has gone wrong) HAS gone wrong. A context
in which various elements cohere seems missing. One waits with varying degrees of patience
for a pattern to emerge, when all that seemed relation was fantasy, the hopeful product of
education or something equally spurious. The last poem, and some others, despite their tone of
surrender, suggest directions which might be followed for a time in the future. Whether or not
they bear any relation in reality, I am obviously in no position to say, although I have my
guesses. The effort of making them I recognize as fact, but the measure of effort is not
necessarily the measure of value.

If they do anything at all, these poems describe a condition of mind, some useful hopes,
some crazy wishes, some outright lies. Let them lie.



- Jamie Reid
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Dana Bassett
from Returning “Topless Cellist” Charlotte Moorman to Her Rightful Place in the Avant-Garde

Rather than open with her collaborations with Paik, the exhibition begins by positing Moorman’s
version of John Cage’s 26’1.1499″ for a string player as the centerpiece of her experimental
performances. The open-ended piece was scored by Cage through chance operations like the I
Ching and indicates each string and bow position separately, an unusual method for musical
notation. Cage also included extra space at the bottom for “sounds other than those produced
on the strings,” providing Moorman the agency to add what would become her signature
performative gestures. Her elaborately annotated copy of the score is displayed under glass,
with a scanned touch-screen version alongside it. Explained in handwritten notes, her additions
include playing a giant bomb outfitted with strings, smashing lightbulbs with hammers, kicking
cowbells, and frying an egg. These actions, combined with the already rigorous timing,
ultimately made the piece impossible to complete in the prescribed 26 minutes. Cage publically
dismissed Moorman’s interpretation as “murdering” his score, but she performed it on the Merv
Griffith and Mike Douglas shows anyway.
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Scott MacLeod, FEAR

Scott MacLeod
March 9 · Edited ·

Made yet another zine thing that no one wants, needs or will ever read. And if they did, they
wouldn't like it. But I made 10 copies anyway. Because that's just what I do. Anyway the cover is
bitchin. I've been wanting to use this cover for - oh - about 20 years. Check.
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Marsha Vdovin me
Like · Reply · March 9 at 9:03pm
Jim Leftwich send me one. i will read it and i will like it, whether i like it or not.
Like · Reply · 1 · March 9 at 9:16pm
Stephen Perkins yeah, i don't want one either!
Like · Reply · 2 · March 9 at 10:15pm
Pete Spence i'll do a swap
Like · Reply · March 9 at 10:17pm
Jack Fischer and thank you I love the one you just sent : lebensraum!
Like · Reply · March 9 at 10:25pm
Diane Barth Swartz Great cover--lotsa tension. Show us a page.
Like · Reply · 1 · March 9 at 10:46pm
Timothy B Buckwalter That is a great cover.
Like · Reply · March 9 at 11:10pm
Timothy B Buckwalter And I dig your new wrist tattoo.
Like · Reply · 1 · March 9 at 11:11pm
Scott MacLeod finally someone noticed
Like · Reply · 2 · March 9 at 11:11pm
Timothy B Buckwalter Scott MacLeod but why isn't Mom or June included in it?
Like · Reply · March 9 at 11:12pm
Write a reply...
Drew Cushing And if one wants...
Like · Reply · March 10 at 12:42am
Scott MacLeod one would PM me their address
Like · Reply · March 10 at 12:05pm
Write a reply...
Torreya Cummings The cover is in fact fantastic
Like · Reply · March 10 at 3:25am
Barbara Fox First thing that hit me was "when did you get that tattoo?"
Like · Reply · March 10 at 6:28am
Yoojin Kim The cover looks amazing and I am sure the content is same!
Like · Reply · March 10 at 8:31am
Brigette Burns Art Reminder on your wrist?
Like · Reply · March 10 at 8:41am
John M. Bennett so what's inside? can i see a copy?
Like · Reply · March 10 at 8:42am
Jean-Louis Pierson no
Like · Reply · 1 · March 10 at 10:13am



Write a reply...

Jerry Mcdaniel
Like · Reply · 3 · March 10 at 11:15am
Julie Blankenship is this fear itself?
Like · Reply · March 10 at 6:03pm
Hela Fchunce will it read itself, ...
Like · Reply · March 11 at 2:11am
Kelcey Honeychurch Wilson Is there an anger doughnut in the story?
Like · Reply · March 11 at 3:31am
Darren Jenkins Hernia, toaster, coffee, ...?
Like · Reply · March 12 at 4:51pm
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Mar 15 (3 days ago)
to Scott
he thinks he's lost his right
to be of any use
to mankind

i've always wondered how it happened that well-known writers could wind up at the end of their
lives alone and forgotten, penniless, drinking alone in rent-by-the-week hotel rooms, freezing to
death on the street, etc.
i still wonder about this, but the ways in which i wonder have changed over the years.

Scott MacLeod

Mar 15 (3 days ago)
to me
there are so so many ways that could happen

I am battling a kind of slow leaking dread right now & I think that is part of it



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Mar 15 (3 days ago)
to Scott
i think giving up happens in stages, and maybe we can call some of it letting go, but the results
are the same in our daily lives, and all of it is gradual, so as long as we are alert to the dangers
we can pop our heads up out of our holes every now and then to survey the desert before us
and say, no, not yet, not dead yet, still kicking at the pricks, then it's back into the hole for
however long, until finally we don't see the point in popping our heads out at all, it's no longer
worth the effort and maybe it never was, so we settle in for the final leg and tell ourselves some
of it is defeat, no getting around that, but some of it still our choice, motherfuckers, because
giving up completely just might be the last form our resistance is able to take.
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quoted in Derek Beaulieu, an afterword after words: notes

towards a concrete poetic



“Capitalism begins when you / open the Dictionary” (McCaffery

“Lyric’s Larnyx” 178)

"all that signifies can be sold” (bpNichol “Catalogue of the

’Pataphysical Hardware Company” 161)

“a rule of grammar is a power marker before it is a syntactic

marker” (Deleuze & Guattari 76)

certain to become
amazed by the
kinetic nouns
become pure
surround of the
inherent Dada
ephemeral concrete
is silent
at its center

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Andrej Tisma
Before each performance I had a period of psychological preparation: putting on paper ideas,
concepts, aims, and possible means to be implemented. I defined the concepts important for the
performance, worked out the title, the underlying meaning of the message, possible additional
meanings and connotations, while all along consulting lexicons of symbols and mythologies,
histories of different cultures, etc. All the elements converged towards the main aim and
message I wanted to achieve and put forward in the performance. I carried out some of the
(spi)rituals by myself, without audiences, in nature or in my own apartment, but with equal



concentration and desire to achieve a certain effect. Some of my (spi)rituals lasted longer than
just a performance and a day – they lasted for months, day in and day out. They had a form of
daily ritual behaviour aimed at achieveing bigger changes, always for the better. My goal was
always positive; to help somebody, to eliminate negative emotions, such as agressiveness or
hate, and to spread love among all beings; to see them healthy, good, in high spirits and in
harmony with themselves and nature.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Leo Feigin in Divine Madness, Sergey Kuryokhin & Pop Mechanics: Divine Madness:



"if you think about improvised music you will realize that in a totalitarian society improvised
music is the only artform which cannot be censored by the very nature of it"

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

laundry broad-20 flips
roano capx soup sap
Virginia state Carolina
coast the sea says
3 milb proj ro club us
for coat parking
bound Deschutes in
arteries unpreceder
tharn edu said seaweed
marketing goats
magic chose chaos in
Richmond verbal Nevada
"together it's a real
four Tuesday" seals
sea lions ferrous
terrier ears ant at
deployment an acre
at east oats entropy
"a sleepy communist
mecca" for outcast
community parades,
"playe a major role"

magic skateboarding chose chaos in
Richmond verbal motor oil Nevada
"together it's a real distilled
four Tuesday" punk seals
sea lions sonic ferrous



terrier ears seminal ant at
why laundry broad-20 flips
roano founden capx soup sap
Virginia state enougb Carolina
coast the bathroom wall says
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for coat parking three minutes
bound Deschutes scrawling in
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tharn edu hardcore said seaweed
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cookie cutter deployment an acre
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"a sleepy impact communist
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community email parades,
"playe a teeth cutting major role"

03.23.2016

chrysalis magic skateboarding chose chaos in
weapon-salve couch verbal motor oil mocked
"themselves together it's a real distilled
Michelangelo four Tuesday" punk seals
spirit soars sea lions sonic ferrous
preoccupied terrier ears seminal ant at
relic, martyrs why laundry broad-20 flips
conquests sensuality founden capx soup sap
boosts sleep state enougb pungent
letters coast the bathroom wall says
lust thinking 3 milb proj ro club b-movies us
carnal reverie for coat parking three minutes
flees echo bound Deschutes scrawling in
laurel grease arteries metallic ancient
anchor identities hardcore said seaweed
drunk on TV blasts marketing goats



ashtrays cookie cutter deployment an acre
monster at samples east oats entropy
"a bohemian sleepy impact communist
greasy spoon mecca" for outcast format
remembered medication community email parades,
"freakshow playe a teeth cutting major role"

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Mark Bloch Here is a new old concept. I may have even posted it before as it is Situationist 101.

http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/detourn.htm
A User's Guide to Detournement (Guy Debord & Gil Wolman)
Analysis of the situationist tactic of detournement.
BOPSECRETS.ORG|BY GUY DEBORD & GIL J. WOLMAN
5 hrs · Like
Mark Bloch The context it came up in is that of these two threads in TRASHPO which I should
eventually write about. I have a lot of opinions about Trashpo... but start by reading this because
in it I invent a concept that may have been invented before, it seems like a no-brainer which is
CRASHTAG in which a person's hashtag is overtaken by others. In this case, Puffco by the
Fluffpo people, led by me of course. I have been thinking a lot about Fluff™ for quite some time,
which I used to call the Hello Kitty School or Wing of Mail Art™ a.k.a. The Cutesy Poo School™
which others have called the Kitsch™ School. I do not want to bring kitsch into it because it is
too big a can of works for my tiny brain but this should all be explored at some time soon.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153941177110149&set=gm.1101539729904059&t
ype=3&theater
5 hrs · Edited · Like
Mark Bloch Portrait of the artist as a Jung agitator.
5 hrs · Like
Mark Bloch By the way, the complete content of this thread and Note will be covered in an
upcoming performance by me which is listed here

http://www.mobius.org/.../22/y7nhm0mn3mvo3tpfsht5x3kx5ymu8k
The Place of the Panmodern Polytechnic University in a Panmodern Poly-Beatnic Universe
@mobius
MOBIUS.ORG
4 hrs · Edited · Like
Mark Bloch Some of the topics I would like to address are



1- Why the need for a Panmodern Polytechnic Univiersity? and the answer is: this thread. In
other words, I don't want to call it Post-Fluxus School but I am establishing Panmodern U. as a
place for uninformed bozos to get an education in the avant garde. Not that I am any kind of
be-all and end-all on the topic but it will just be a series of pointers to what has come before so
that the wheel does not have to be re-invented by every generation of newcomers to mail art
and fluxus to wander along.

2-The dichotomy between edgy mail art and Fluffpo, which I will call Fluffpo for now although, as
I said above, it can also be referred to as the Hello Kitty School™ or Hello Kitty Wing of Mail
Art™ or The Cutesy Poo School™ and which others, not me, have called the Kitsch™ School. I
do not want to get into Kitsch because I do not want Clement Greenberg to kick my ass even
though the fucker is dead.

3-The use of "po" as a suffix to every manner of jerking off real life by artists. As far as I can tell,
it comes from the overuse of the word Trashpo which I just think is a synonym for collage, a 100
year old-plus activity, however Jim Leftwich, a person whom I greatly respect, makes some
convincing arguments that it is actually a "thing."

4- The concept of something being "a thing" as the new paradigm for what used to pass for
scholarship. In fact that is what I am doing here, now, in real time. I am making it up as I go
along. In fact this "thing" has taken years to develop but I feel it coming to fruition.
Panmodernism is now a thing because I say so. There are so many people who say so many
things now that it does not matter what scholars say or "they" say which used to be important
and now is not. All that is important now is that a bunch of know-nothings get together and yack
about something until it becomes a thing which is how Kim Kardashian and Zombie
Normalism™ each became a thing. Something becoming a thing can be synonymous with DIY
which started in mail art and elsewhere many years ago.

5- To be continued.
4 hrs · Like
Mark Bloch 5- Common usage by actual people is what makes language change so this whole
scholarship debate is moot anyway. But I would like to consider the concepts of the canon, the
Academy and the urban dictionary in this context. Not to mention the Oxford English Dictionary.

6- To be continued.

http://public.oed.com/.../recent.../previous-updates/
4 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich visual poetry is a kind of poetry, often abbreviated as vispo. visual poems are often
collages of one variety or another. trash poetry is a kind of visual poetry, usually abbreviated as
trashpo. it is almost always a variety of collage.



as for my personal involvement, i used the term trashpo to name a bunch of vispo collages i
made one afternoon in the fall of 2005. later, some other folks used the name to describe some
of their activities. the trashpo folks are fun. for the most part they don't seem to be all that
interested in poetry (except for De Villo Sloan, who is interested, and who knows the several
relevant histories).

the trashpo/DKult group is its own thing, with lots of subtexts and narrative threads and myths
and rituals and many other wonderful Dada/punk-inspired absurdities. i don't really know very
much about any of that. i've read what's available on the subject (the IUOMA group,
Minxus/Lynxus posts, facebook comment threads), but i haven't participated very much. i don't
think anyone claims that it's new, and i think everyone agrees that most of what gets made
under the umbrella of trashpo is collage (or assemblage).

if it had been left up to me, trashpo would exist as a single book of visual poems. but when we
put our work out into the world we relinquish control of how it is perceived and used.

the folks in the trashpo/DKult groups don't need the word "trashpo" to do what they do. i'm
happy that they have found it useful, generative, a Maypole to dance around. the groups
activities are playfully anarchic and substantial enough to give all of us a little food for thought.
that's the primary thing. and it's ongoing. as it goes on some of us will be interested in defining
terms and getting the history straight. and some of us will not be interested in either of those
endeavors.

that's the context, or that's how it looks from where i sit.
50 mins · Like
Mark Bloch Well said, Jim, and very helpful. I like this passage in particular and wholeheartedly
agree...

"...when we put our work out into the world we relinquish control of how it is perceived and used.

the folks in the trashpo/DKult groups don't need the word 'trashpo' to do what they do. i'm happy
that they have found it useful, generative, a Maypole to dance around."

But while I agree it is not necessarily needed, it does seem to have a fundamental influence on
the flavor of the group, a juicy, pungent and elusive flavor hard to find elsewhere. And I enjoy
the "other wonderful Dada/punk-inspired absurdities" it inspires.
18 mins · Unlike · 1

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

(no subject)

Inbox
x

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Mar 13 (10 days ago)
to me
i sent an maf proposal to tom,olchar:-- provisional changing installation at liminal + free
jazz--kyle and jules ready, i think...t.j, heath... jack wright,maybe? any others that wanna perform
as a larger grp.=greatr!

have these fucking health challenges, but only rarely have i missed something i've committed
to--oi make it work!

think i saw where you are on planning...so am sending his note
be well
take care

be over soon to see aaron... as u know he is making a disk...maybe cld sell at fest....small
fee...let $ go to support festival?
12 Attachments

Preview attachment umtitled7611.jpg
umtitled7611.jpg
Preview attachment Untitled0081cntrnothldng.jpg



Untitled0081cntrnothldng.jpg
Preview attachment Untitled090mvmntforbeefheart.jpg
Untitled090mvmntforbeefheart.jpg
Preview attachment untitled0251-6MG0000.jpg
untitled0251-6MG0000.jpg
Preview attachment untitled897Iruandmeltm-2idi.jpg
untitled897Iruandmeltm-2idi.jpg
Preview attachment Untitled2078h cmptng images.jpg
Untitled2078h cmptng images.jpg
Preview attachment Untitled8902.jpg
Untitled8902.jpg
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to Bill
that could be a really nice free jazz line up. i hope it happens.

i didn't know you and aaron were still working on that disk project.

sometimes traveling artists have merch tables for their stuff.
maybe you could sell some disks. i'm really the last person to ask about that. i'm the old joke,
couldn't sell ice water in hell.

olchar put me in as one of the administrators, which is nice of him, but so far i haven't been
involved in planning anything.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to me



if yr the icewater salesman in hell guy [i don't believe it for a minute], i'm the one who hung out
in the kitchen too long... if i correctly remember the general description u once used, not abt
me... but it fit me so well!
anyway, i, too, hope all works out...i have a litle time...am in PT right now for some new back
issues, and am going back to my gastroenterologist--the one who asked me what i thght. of
med. canna.  ... ...i'd think a lot more if cheaper, maybe she will have some ideas [doubtful]

heath is doing some great stuff w/2nd ordr. logic... /the group that performed +me at the show
we had in 2006 at the now dfnct waldenbooks across from the also dfnct art on a mission... that
was the basis for that short toon video i included in the interview in oddity... i'm sorry everything
happened to pam like it did... ideally she shld also be in  the maf, big-time...

i assume the disk is coming along...i want to get several thousand more pics onto the portable
harddrive
a disk will sell better with yr name on it[in contradiction to iceh2o&hellsales stuff] in re: the
pansemic playhouse...speaking of which--i posted several singles recently and clean forgot to
put ''with'' jim leftwich... i don't see these pieces surviving outside the idea of
pansemic/playhouse

thnks
i still think large prints of selected pieces of yrs. wld sell--easily! and you  cld make & display 1
or more at liminal? just a thght., but i am harping on like cassendra
that is, repeatedly. too much!

talk soon

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to Bill
you have sold more on this page
http://www.thenevicaproject.com/billy-bob-beamer-1
than i have made from a lifetime of poetry

my name is worthless when it comes to selling stuff

now if you want to give some stuff away my name might be helpful. might be.
i think maybe a handful, and not much more than a handful, of folks might still be willing to
accept some of my work -- but i'm really not even sure of that.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

http://www.thenevicaproject.com/billy-bob-beamer-1


Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to Bill
i'm about halfway through book 157 of the six months aint no sentence series.
until recently John was printing it all out and adding it to the Ohio State collections, but it's over
15 thousand pages now, and i don't think OSU wants it anymore, at least not printed out. John is
still putting the books on disk and entering them into the collections. and Marco Giovenale is still
hosting the pdf books at his differx hosts site. i don't even send them to anyone else. at least
they exist, thanks to the efforts of John and Marco.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to Bill
Michael Peters has a good-sized collection, including a lot of my one-off books from 10 - 15
years ago. and Olchar has some stuff. Scott MacLeod has a bit. every now and then i send an
envelope to De Villo Sloan.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to Bill
i have thousands -- literally - of unscanned visual poems and tlps in boxes in my "office." i keep
making them, at least a few every day. but my scanner is broken and i don't even really care
enough to try to get it to work again. and i can't afford the postage it would require to give the
works away. so, there they are, in boxes, and there they will stay.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to me
i suppose never know till tried...but i do not want to seem pushy.
not my nature... i think yr poetry and my word dust are culturally
important. period.
u have been id'd as a poetry deity [jesus jim, someone called you--not that u like that, i assume]
and yr book is already the longest in history[[--the excerpts are superb...u deliver the right
words
in the right combination...& i cld go on, but won't

my works have sold to a few collectors so far, and so far they don't want anymore of my pieces.

i do hope i can sell something again.  i want to help the MAF fund! that's my intent message to
the universe



i see more emails from you...

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to me
how abt that...i just wrote u abt that!
i had NOT seen this email...

our thinking is on the same or sim. track

i think all this-tyr book, i mean-- is profound--can't find a better word
this is one of those fucking artaudian ''description of physical existence'' days...
maybe not that horrible en extremis, but ...

i'm honored to know you.
seriously.

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Mar 14 (9 days ago)
to me
like my upstairs storage of several thousand pieces--paintings dating back to the early 70's, e.g.,
my ''disintegrating man'' series... when i was a social wrkr in newport news, i was fortunate to
sell several paintings to co workers, but not for much $..they were 18 x 24, and 1 i remember
was done in mostly shades/tones of silver paint--memories, hadn't thght abt in ...ah, well..yes...

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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"Michelangelo globe" early boosts
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John Crouse & Jim Leftwich

ACTS 8394 - 8399

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

7:46 PM (0 minutes ago)
to john
cecil taylor 2 ts for a lovely t
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=cecil+taylor+2+ts+for+a+lovely+t



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY FOUR

surgery community apple: "hair bail bookmarks"
appellation college suspenders: "slips pump gravity"
blanket whale balloon: "kjn iuy iv"
spit again again: "stakes very beach"
bleach popper biplane: "split blanket pellets"
very very serious: "oin ytvvtru cdu"
states becoming grave: "urgent donkey ear"
gravid avid sugary: "marks astute blunder"
pomp blender alkaline: "oincrt uni pu"
lips astute scissors: "aphid becoming furry"
bookmark earmark landmark: "proper grain whale"
hairball honky hubris: "uoni juivgty ghiu."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY FIVE

tip dumb logroll: "log roll thumb"
peaches people triumphant: "try elephant steeple"
antiquity marbles lovelorn: "love horn garbled"
calico spleen doorknob: "knob door spine"
crickets eyeball magisterial: "magic terrier eyebrow"
fingerstall hippie juicer: "hippie hippie hippie"
rock and roll: "despite the amputations"
pit numb sweetheart: "sweat heart crumb"
camp lark alluvial: "camp lark lamp"
capstan chalk servitude: "cape stand stalk"
lashes antlers peacocks: "lash ant pea"
common coming concomitant: "common comb coin."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY SIX

queen plastic leggings: "queen hippie plastic"



barometer cinquefoil statuette: "barometer hippie cinquefoil"
pinking suspicion skeletal: "pinking hippie suspicion"
corn sweepings geometry: "corn hippie sweepings"
aerodynamic craving airship: "aerodynamic hippie craving"
punch chooses complexion: "punch hippie chooses"
fallen sprouted shimmering: "fallen hippie sprouted"
cashmere hydrant ropes: "cashmere hippie hydrant"
prototype cargo honeycomb: "prototype hippie cargo"
cushioned needed moonshine: "cushioned hippie needed"
capacity racket racquet: "capacity hippie racket"
command awakening bladders: "command hippie awakening."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN

patience embittered cloning: "bohemian orgasm centipede"
assay confident mice: "bohemian urine harpoon"
memoir proliferate lifeboats: "bohemian rainbow hiccups"
scientists submissions rosemary: "bohemian orgasm centipede"
eyebrow psychodrama woodcut: "bohemian urine harpoon"
orgasm loom breakdown: "bohemian rainbow hiccups"
goose density immersion: "bohemian orgasm centipede"
lithograph enviable lowdown: "bohemian urine harpoon"
known next wrestles: "bohemian rainbow hiccups"
smoldering broodings besotted: "bohemian orgasm centipede"
cool urine rhetoric: "bohemian urine harpoon"
astonishingly bohemian traumas: "bohemian rainbow hiccups."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY EIGHT

analysis shopping broadened: "analysis analysis analysis"
happens rainbows status: "analysis analysis analysis"
certainty discovery lariat: "analysis analysis analysis"
sweat garden negligent: "analysis analysis analysis"
spittle commandeer plurality: "analysis analysis analysis"
centipede adjustment yearbook: "analysis analysis analysis"



subjecting harpoon supervision: "analysis analysis analysis"
clang inadequate excluding: "analysis analysis analysis"
sleep tampon constructive: "analysis analysis analysis"
immigration misrepresentations unanimously: "analysis analysis analysis."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY NINE

watery reversal renewables: "mos qui tos"
feedback download feedbag: es: "mos qui tos"
landscape automation immersed:es: "mos qui tos"
unheralded sector fossil: "mos qui tos"
brink expectations cork: "mos qui tos"
cohort confound chortles: "mos qui tos"
money hiccups grid: "mos qui tos"
forgotten addresses murals: "mos qui tos"
disgruntled installed fraud: "mos qui tos"
infrastructure postdoc policymaker: "mos qui tos"
transnational groundbreaking proactive: "mos qui tos"
mosquitos spacecraft neuter: "mos qui tos."
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adverbs
this combining
that with
verbs
when the seen
that
eight o'clock
it is 8:21 PM
time time
numerical



visual
the

spoken studies
studied
common visual
time

simultaneously
choose
language

have about with
the to

these
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oftu (5S) manipulate
and turn was
feedback moreover
entry
not for no reason
shed aleatory bonds
familiar oceans
reflect
subjective salt



propagation hypergraphic one
chiseling as
ersatz dimension taboo
ceremonial letterist world
dazzle available phonemes

iconic oftu (5S) manipulate
and Neolithic turn was
feedback moreover memory
entry handprints
not snow for no reason
shed aleatory ash bonds
familiar oceans cave
reflect elements
subjective exploring salt

propagation obliterated hypergraphic one
chiseling as shaman
ersatz dimension taboo silhouettes
ceremonial letterist chicken world
dazzle sacrifice available phonemes

iconic oftu scorn manipulate
and Neolithic roles was
feedback moral memory
entry zip handprints
not snow for agents reason
shed aleatory clarify bonds
familiar biological cave
reflect government elements



subjective rogue salt

propagation obliterated hypergraphic deviant
chiseling as provisions shaman
ersatz dimension riled silhouettes
ceremonial letterist lettrist chicken world
dazzle sacrifice available taxi phonemes

communi tools pra learning
choreog envirc classroom
thinking literacy radica
facilita award-wire
change un-course
reaches concerned sun summit
costume-blue accob in B
barge largest blarge bulge
bilge the geo 100 who
work gathering our other
syot to crow China
that, whether aud-spa
perma/insta mial ykong
receive a soup duration
may also be socks
aimed at adjacent
wild details implied
in the stacks, interior
landsoap, spare areas
dividing the visual
dictum potential, pox
consid postrevo
"sleeping in the myth of
speculation" who felt
like a landmark with
the germs of discovery
fleeing frogs, the story



plagues the editor, this
book open to temperature

present creating they
despite the edited
and during Vegas

together
underpinned the emotions

screens into
Afghanistan and spring

poetic
spoken
concatenated
floors

divided and
represented
the historical work

storytelling fast documentation

attendees climate investigation that
the kneejerk general last
better no identity was we
granted family its working
class official duplicity
corrections demographic never
statement vendors copies
stories produced inside trainings



manner attendees climate
fixed investigation that
wash the kneejerk
depresses general last
deception better no
inescapable identity was
scenarios trait we
appeal granted family
confronts its working
shame class official
consciences duplicity
in corrections demographic
Nietzschean enticing never
chastising statement vendors
redeeming deepest copies
saints stories produced
inside trainings exceptions

03.25.2016

manner fish attendees climate
fixed investigation blackboard that
wash the kneejerk hierarchies
depresses general anecdotal last
deception better ballast no
inescapable biochemical identity was
nonetheless scenarios trait we
appeal baroque granted family
confronts its felt gloss working
shame class official industrial
consciences fashion duplicity
in cyanotype corrections demographic
light-sensitive Nietzschean enticing never
chastising lo-res statement vendors



redeeming deepest organism copies
saints stories produced green slime
inside trainings graceful exceptions

home resisters Zurich at
shadow the hat

intoxication wrote plays

puppet unravels banjo entity

hatched anti-cabaret
the hive

and produced Dadas;
or it

they out
when Dada

found spontaneous
by incongruities
chance, formulated

front chronicle
for accordion maddness

strike biography had broken
the whole interpretation
of triumphant reality
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nose for the vacuum cleaner

waste represented
verbally thirsty

magnifying glass would
have early radius

reduced reaching thusly
identity infallible
umbrella collectively
all-knowing thunderstorm
eating individual
beginnings

self-shell fish
of the peyote canon
thick underground mania
catfish blrderline
flesh apocalyptic
conformity

poison grade deduced
transfer premission

symbols nose for the vacuum cleaner

waste Cross of Hendaye represented
verbally thirsty secrets

magnifying glass cathedrals would
have ravages early radius



miracle reduced reaching thusly
identity pineal infallible
umbrella collectively flowing
all-knowing clandestine thunderstorm
alchemy eating individual
beginnings transmutes

self-shell cabal fish
of the Renaissance peyote canon
invisible thick underground mania
catfish psyche blurderline
flesh apocalyptic moon
conformity gigantic

poison grade calcification deduced
transfer electricity permission

cleaner nose for the vacuum

waste represented angler
verbally thirsty serial

magnifying glass childhood would
have early destruction radius

reduced fear reaching thusly
identity critical infallible
umbrella homogenization collectively
all-knowing exploitation thunderstorm
eating computer individual
beginnings clarity

fish self-shell
canon of the peyote canon
thick underground mania mania
catfish borderline
flesh goals apocalyptic
conformity informed



poison grade glossary deduced
transfer pre-emission

solidarity nose for the vacuum cleaner

intervention waste represented
neoliberal verbally thirsty

Marxist magnifying glass would
conservative have early radius

lesser evil reduced reaching thusly
segments identity infallible
activists umbrella collectively
dominant all-knowing thunderstorm
opposition eating individual
kneejerk beginnings

dispossession self-shell fish
reactionary of the peyote canon
privilege thick underground mania
socialism catfish blrderline
struggle flesh apocalyptic
sectarian conformity

decriminalized poison grade deduced
precarious transfer premission

nose plausible for the vacuum cleaner

statements waste represented
verbally cobbling thirsty

infographics magnifying glass would



have credible early radius

depicted reduced reaching thusly
identity anthropological infallible
variation umbrella collectively
all-knowing eggs thunderstorm
temple eating individual
pagan beginnings

self-shell fertility fish
goddess of the peyote canon
thick Easter underground mania
popular catfish borderline
flesh grafted apocalyptic
longstanding conformity

poison mountains grade deduced
upspringing transfer permission
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sonorous graphic

inaccessible discrete textures

tape seams spontaneous cutting

phonemes
determine
artificial
permeability

generative noisic investigations



do knowi knw kne
their presence
of identity
tranquilize
horses in a tree

art very or x
from quietir
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doors
for the loop
nouns
are one
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islands of
sun

24 hov remov
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but day lead nouns
democra for
pre-stands goat
wolf to certair
camping drips
moist hats by
hovering the shift

mixing always
vagabond fashion
aesthetics bent
coat blossoms
pirates pogo
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family moon

sneeze

raw broth both
boots
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nott or
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at a spell

tur
and leav

chop yourself up
themselves

was jud spoon
time home
made hem
sheets the hat
during
the daring hat
settled
far and collapse
for the chin war

specifid feathers
determinec
poth witch
childhooo
insignificance

of being

that it entered
the unseen

law-third protagoni
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understanc
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corners needling soul

defeat
unthinking
hollows

moon shoe
finds
beneath the moth

dissatisfaction
thins
the buttoned eye
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first poem, book 1
Easter 2011

nevertheless as knees to burnt visit
bullets on the gazebo
aorta weft curlicue rejuvenated
hazardous zoology canopy
a hiss of tinted malaise
the moon wheat needles
lullaby tables laugh
diabolical and verbal is not vertical
polkadots decrease
no sun ax today at alter
their game eyes and their knee deep
simmering only negations asunder
belabors absolutist keening
cumulative hiatus unedited
never tamed eliminations pockmark
half answers in lark and bile
now and again ink inches hereafter burnt
below inhabited sarx cymbals largesse



habitual against nearsighted gardens
vast as silage gurgles
no such repetition as the tongue of signs
lasts asterisk nonsequential water mark
oddly vinegar and costumed severance
shamanic habitually destabilized
kilometers brusque scar of sea lions
quick as kinetic suture ebbs
surname haggle and hacienda
handlebar briers
barracuda buttered novel and unkind
diagonal nexus axiomatic roadmap
engenders a delicate flag

the taxi only comes once

quantum and linear laws of duration

but years

at last

driving through the liminal ricochet

miles of fuzzy mud and footfalls

shadows divided in an open box

a lake of burnt buttons and necklaces

skulls
oleander
alphabets

plastic bags
marbles
wax

they
say
encroach

fingernails



traffic lights
spare ribs

catnip
garlic
cigarettes

nearly defenseless
nevertheless
turbulent

dovetailed
triangulate
dissolve
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Easter 2011 (and 2016)

burnt nevertheless as knees to visit
the bullets on gazebo
curlicue aorta weft rejuvenated
zoology hazardous canopy
tinted a hiss of malaise
wheat the moon needles
tables lullaby laugh
not diabolical and verbal is vertical
decrease polkadots
at no sun ax today alter
knee their game eyes and their deep
negations simmering only asunder
absolutist belabors keening
hiatus cumulative unedited



never eliminations tamed pockmark
half in lark and answers bile
now again ink inches hereafter and burnt
below sarx cymbals inhabited largesse
habitual nearsighted against gardens
vast silage as gurgles
no repetition as the tongue of such signs
lasts nonsequential water asterisk mark

endless vinegar and costumed severance
captivated habitually destabilized
asterisks brusque scar of sea lions
interrupted as kinetic suture ebbs
concrete haggle and hacienda
textual briers
Alice buttered novel and unkind
treacherous nexus axiomatic roadmap
similar a delicate flag

the taxi only comes once
neither something convention
quantum and linear laws of duration
coded language where
but years
although two Carrols
at last
wordplay cover reversing
driving through the liminal ricochet
ambiguities piece these quiet
miles of fuzzy mud and footfalls
shades visual feeling
shadows divided in an open box
neither more nor less than
a lake of burnt buttons and necklaces



skulls raven
oleander riddle
alphabets nonsense

bats plastic bags
eat marbles
cats wax

they cats
say eat
encroach bats

pieces fingernails
bluntly traffic lights
another spare ribs

catnip intention
garlic understanding
cigarettes dictionary

tortoise nearly defenseless
absurdity nevertheless
wonderland turbulent

dovetailed dematerializations
triangulate materials
dissolve cat
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in the late-90s
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person-to-limits
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self-minor American literature
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or its story

vibrating political
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languages that diffe
but
blur the mix

after location
,
as spatiotempo

religious cultural commercial maternal

religious
cultura,l
commercia
lmaternal

four lamps of
mirrors mixed

stops at metaphor
irrevocably
pusbh

pushb

heart of
valium?/vultures?
/variables\
there are only
enough to live
as is as if music

coat made
at soup



work the tooth
anything panda on the table
on the streets
panhandling
visceral car
had parachutes
in the same syllable
(1972) without
parking ladders
observe full zinc
what he ventured
if is remembered
in the cheshire cat
far-flung green snake economies
state-of-anew aloof
garden and reason in general
help
with the rotting spoon
complete backyard
phantom crossing
provolone micropublishing
unruly commune mammoth
the moth sock
recently diameters
narrowdiversityphobia
havir immec
twice-that currently listpoem
laptop screaming
evenings
often sacrif
because

because sacrif

small imme in 1
oxf creati probab
collecto wire juice
thinggame obje
force compac eye



revealed streets
refled obj asp
piano nails
power relati scu
else coat the seep
in devotec certain
surmised phys
similarity
historically
mysterious
somef meat which
supernaft verbs
wheat-gong
senseenergies
animist types
of tissue
to shape the
shed, role
fever, to
name the weird
for anteaters
to make a sock

what geng kinetic
soap, they bent
the toe

populari
images heat

superm sun when wind
engults the buttery
moon

axe nor thing

dabbling with late diagonals



lake-tooth

fish-pressing, red diagonals

house mode rites
writes hissing
cold codex code
culled to his
chil as a pencil

the diagonals
saw the
dimensions
for decades

of this

no pictures of the name or sign
in a pile of trash

not red
smaller
corn
depression comb
them of them
one-tenth of a maze
figu-pea

distribution of
a private



history
is
an acceptable
standard
of business

an and

verbs of sovereignty

for it
at all

ant setting bouquet
the buffet
away

withou
soup

known charts
know eggs
or charm

discoupling

rhyme around anoth
moth

violin/where



one,
two,

as straight

rate

passionate
might
quite
easily

scarce cheese
is fat
real
many whereas

becomes sense
in elementary
school

opposites wine
harpoon thigh

matter
in apartments is
butter



either think
or gut

both either think
and/or gut

sea-fingers

point severe English themselves
now words genus of opposites

said the real
sea thus
wordless would
be

the real said
thus sea
would wordless
be

real said the
thus sea
wordless would
be



sunpoemcomet
and
reading the
entitled machine

sea bed chronicles
the generative
paragraph

crocodile to port kiln
what exad
it is a bee
teenage garage demographics
oppres ideol beans
pedlire diss
what is a full
predict Napoleon's microphone
contemporary unnatural verbs

monster denound
plenty of imminent
erases
the synonymous pronoun series
games rose goat
"joy is less misery"
tonight
the homeophonic spelling

expensive saliva

the sardines
salmon
politicians
roadkill
proxy



sea-gnomes
"goon squad"
navy beans
salamander
polis
idylls of March
itch ants toe
knot kiosk
"Christmas cheese"
osage orange alibis
hat-fit
associates who bamboo
cattle-blithe
than-and-known

to be a by-product
of your surfaces

imaginary liberal breath
and tooth-commodity
real estate
seeping the seams to swerve
Uneven syllable-types
incite the general gatekeepers

room it an Apollo roar
exciting delivering
gyros and
cheesecake then
that the window said
"do you think little



cars held jeans would
know for lunch?"
was and hear
grand vacate
we

noisy course across relative
Jefferson sped the
moist sports
air conditioner
giraffe tongue
licks the empire
time splash couch
movie deathfish noisic
cars coiled and
paint thinner than
wool wound diamonds wet
around the diagonal knots
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from THE Philosophy of Andy Warhol
(From A to B and Back Again)
p. 61 - 62

Damian walked over to the window and looked out. "I guess you have to take a lot of risks to be
famous in any field," she said, and then, turning around to look at me, she added: "For instance,
to be an artist."

She was being so serious, but it was just like a bad movie. I love bad movies. I was starting to
remember why I always liked Damian.



I gestured toward the gift-wrapped salami that was sticking out of my Pan Am flight bag and
said, "Any time you slice a salami, you take a risk."

"No, but I mean for an artist—"

"An artist!!" I interrupted. "What do you mean, an 'artist'? An artist can slice a salami, too! Why
do people think artists are special? It's just another job."

Damian wouldn't let me disillusion her. Some people have deep-rooted long-standing art
fantasies. I remembered a freezing winter night a couple of years ago when I was dropping her
off at two-thirty in the morning after a very social party and she made me take her to Times
Square to find a record store that was open so she could buy Blonde on Blonde and get back in
touch with "real people." Some people have deep-rooted long-standing art fantasies and they
really stick with them.

"But to become a famous artist you had to do something that was 'different.' And if it was
'different,' then it means you took a risk, because the critics could have said that it was bad
instead of good."

"In the first place," I said, "they usually did say it was bad. And in the second place, if you say
that artists take 'risks,' it's insulting to the men who landed on D-Day, to stunt men, to
baby-sitters, to Evel Knievel, to stepdaughters, to coal miners, and to hitch-hikers, because
they're the ones who really know what 'risks' are." She didn't even hear me, she was still
thinking about what glamorous "risks" artists take.

"They always say new art is bad for a while, and that's the risk—that's the pain you have to have
for fame."

I asked her how she could say "new art." "How do you know if it's new or not? New art's never
new when it's done."

"Oh yes it is. It has a new look that your eyes can't adjust to at first."

I waited for the cars to roar around the hairpin curve again below my window. The building was
shaking slightly. I wondered what was taking B so long.

"No," I said. "It's not new art. You don't know it's new. You don't know what it is. It doesn't
become new until about ten years later, because then it looks new."

"So what's new right now?" she asked. I couldn't think of anything so I said I didn't want to
commit myself.

"Is what's new now what happened ten years ago?"



That was pretty smart. I said, "MMmmmmaybe."

"That's what that lesbian was saying at lunch. She said that even the very intelligent French
people who are interested in everything cultural don't know the names of famous American
modern artists. They're just now learning about Jasper Johns and Rauschenberg. But what I
want to know is, when people were saying how bad your movies and art were, did it bother you?
Did it hurt to open the newspapers and read how bad your work was?" "No."

"It didn't bother you when a critic said you couldn't paint?"

"I never read the paper," I said. It was lift-off time again.

"That's not true," she yelled, miraculously making herself heard above the noise. "I see you
reading the papers all the time." She looked around the room at the piles of news-papers and
magazines. "You buy enough of them."

"I look at the pictures, that's all."

"Come off it. I've heard you make comments after reading your reviews."

Well, I never used to read the papers, especially reviews of my own work. But now I read very
carefully every review of everything that I produce—that is, everything that has my name on it.


